Abstract-The objective of increasing the Energy Efficiency of communication systems must cope with a sustained growth of the market, a greater penetration of broadband services in everyday life, higher data rate services and a large increase of the number of mobile subscriptions. In this scenario, a particular attention has to be devoted to energy saving strategies that may also contribute to the reduction of greenhouse gas emissions. The goal of an effective energy saving strategy is to reduce the power consumption without introducing any significant decrease in the network and system performance. In this paper we present the complete performance evaluation of a previously proposed strategy: particularly, the considered joint Radio Resource Management (RRM) strategy is based on the use of the cell sleep mode and the reduction of the maximum transmission power at the base station; the exponential smoothing technique is applied to forecast traffic in a given area considering daily and weekly variations. A detailed evaluation of system performance is done with reference to the no energy saving case. Results show the effectiveness of the propose strategy in heterogeneous networks (Het-Nets) where cells of different sizes effectively coexist.
I. INTRODUCTION
Since ICT industry is accounted for the 2% of global CO 2 emissions [1] and the forecast for the footprint of ICT related activities gives a worrying threefold increase for 2020, the energy efficiency is currently the focus of multidisciplinary studies. Regarding the communication systems, these activities must cope with the expected scenarios for the upcoming years, namely a sustained growth of the market, a greater penetration of broadband services in everyday life, higher data rate services and a large increase of the number of mobile subscriptions [2] . As far as the mobile and wireless communications are concerned, it is generally known that the major contribution to energy consumption is due to the access network [3] [4] : this problem has been recently dealt with by many research groups [5] - [10] . In particular, as correctly pointed out in [11] , a considerable amount of the available power is consumed by the base stations, regardless the actual traffic load: as a result, the energy saving strategies must take into account fluctuations of traffic during the day. This goal can be pursued by both energy efficient radio resource management (RRM) techniques and proper deployment strategies, with no coverage, capacity and performance reduction. Moreover, the proposed strategies should also be taylored to the proposed architectures for the future mobile systems such as the heterogeneous networks (Het-Nets) where cells of different sizes effectively coexist. This paper evaluates the performance of an energy efficient RRM strategy based on the use of the cell sleep mode [12] , [13] and the adaptation of the maximum transmission power at the base station (BS) [14] , [15] : while the sleep mode allows to deactivate the radio stage of the BS equipment, the adaptation of the transmission power guarantees the area coverage. In [16] an energy saving strategy combining these aspects is proposed in a scenario with macro and micro base stations: besides, the joint strategy is driven by the use of a traffic forecast. The use of the forecast for energy efficiency maximisation has been already considered in [17] and [18] . As highlighted in [18] , the forecast approach requires a lower number of switch on/off operations with respect to the procedure based on istantaneous traffic measurements; as a result, the signaling traffic and handover operations are also reduced. Since the implementation of an energy saving strategy should not introduce any significant decreasing in the network and system performance, this work extends the results presented in [16] by introducing a detailed evaluation of the users' quality of service (QoS) based on simulations done by a discrete event simulator (NS-3 1 ). The outputs of the evaluation show that the proposed energy efficient solution performs similarly to the reference case where the network always provides the peak traffic capacity. The paper is organised as follows. In Section II the system model and the main considered metrics are described. In Section III the energy saving approaches and the proposed solution are presented. In Section IV the results are discussed and Section V concludes the work.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
An LTE-based network of two different layers of hexagonal cells is considered, as shown in Fig. 1 . The first layer is composed of a set of 19 macro cells where a BS is placed in the center of each cell providing an omnidirectional coverage. The second layer (overlapped to the macro cells coverage area) is formed by 54 micro cells whose BSs, equipped with an omnidirectional antenna, are placed in the vertices of each first layer macro cell. While the first layer of cells aims at providing a global coverage of the selected area, the second one is considered for capacity enhancement. This deployment scheme represents an effective solution in order to fulfil the users' coverage and capacity requirements in a heterogeneous cellular network [5] : basically, while the macro BSs provide the coverage, the capacity request in the cell edge areas is Table I . The average capacity of each cell is evaluated according to the following formula:
where W is the system bandwidth, P tx is the power which is transmitted by the BS and Γ(s) is a function that takes into account the effects of pathloss, interference and noise by varying the position of the receiver with respect to the base station. As for the power consumption of each cell, according to [20] the following power model is considered.
In particular the value of a, b and c indicate respectively the variable power consumption, the fixed power consumption when the base station is active and the fixed power consumption when the base station is on sleep mode. Such values are set as described in Table II for a typical LTE system [20] . Details on the adopted traffic generation models are reported in Section III.
III. THE FORECASTING BASED ENERGY SAVING STRATEGY
In this section the proposed forecasting-based energy saving solution is described, which includes micro cell ON/OFF switching and macro cell power adaptation on traffic conditions, highlighting the adopted traffic models and the energy management algorithm. 
A. Traffic Generation, Management and Forecasting Models
A set of active users is considered in the interested area in order to generate traffic. Each user requests a constant bitrate datastream and the quality of the link is assumed to be acceptable if datarate is greater than a target value. Users are served by macro and micro BSs acording to a time sharing procedure: each of them can be connected to only one base station at a time. To provide equal throughput to all users connected to a BS, a Blind Throughput Average scheduler is adopted [21] . This scheduling solution works by compensating a weak channel quality by a larger amount of bandwidth. In [20] the variations of data traffic during the day are modeled with a daily pattern that considers the percentage of active users during the day with respect to the global number of subscribers in a certain area. In this work the average number of simultaneous users at busy hour has been fixed and assuming this pattern it is calculated also for the other hours. It is assumed that the number of simultaneous users follows a Poisson distribution with a different mean at each hour and that such users are uniformly distributed in the considered area. Since the effectiveness of a solution based on the joint micro cell sleep mode activation and macro cell power adaptation relies on the BSs' knowledge of the amount of the instantaneous traffic requests at a given time, a suitable traffic forecast technique is considered. The use of forecast in cellular network is justified by the correlation between traffic pattern and the hours of the day when it is observed. In [16] the traffic prediction considered in this work is presented. Such technique, namely the Holt-Winter's forecasting technique (H-W) [22] , is an extension of the exponential smoothing strategy which is based on a recursive scheme according to which the forecast is updated at each observation of the considered phenomena. Exponential smoothing performs the forecast of the future values of a time series starting from past values, which are properly weighted in so that the recent values are more important than to the older ones. H-W extends exponential smoothing introducing trend and seasonal components.
B. The Proposed Strategy
A cellular network is typically designed to fulfil the user traffic requirements at busy hours. Therefore, to reduce the power consumption, it is worth adapting the availability of the radio resources to the variations of the traffic requests during the day: this choice permits to put the underutilized resources in an energy saving state such as the base station sleep mode. Further energy efficiency could be granted by reducing the transmission power of BSs when traffic is low: even if the potential saving is lower than the one experienced in the sleep mode case, this technique does not have any drawbacks in terms of cell coverage. As previously stated, the network scenario comprises a basic layer of macro base stations, providing the coverage of a certain area, and a second overlapped layer of micro base stations, providing the extra capacity in cell edge regions. This kind of deployment allows to obtain an energy saving solution based on the following degrees of freedom:
• Variable number of active micro BSs: the number of active micro BSs is adapted to the variations of the users' requested capacity. Since a uniform traffic is assumed, the BS candidate to be switched on or off can be randomly selected. Anyhow more sophisticated solutions are possible.
• Macro BS power adaptation: the transmission power of macro BSs is adjusted looking at the available network capacity and the amount of UEs requests. While offered capacity is greater (or lower) than requested capacity, transmission power can be decreased (or increased) by a fixed step (e.g. 1dB). The power transmitted by the macro BSs can be reduced down to the lower bound that guarantees the coverage of the macro cells. For example, considering a −90dBm UE sensitivity and the Macro BS-UE pathloss model in Table I , P T X = 2W is a a reasonable lower bound value to not affect the coverage area. The considered strategy [16] works as follows:
• Initialization stage: each macro BS takes a record of the traffic managed by itself and by the micro BSs within its coverage area, setting up the starting values of the deseasonalized, trend and seasonal H-W components as defined in [22] . The initialization stage must be at least one day.
• Adaptation stage: i) Traffic forecast: each hour the H-W components are updated by taking into account the new traffic records and the forecast is computed at the beginning of each day by considering the last values of the H-W components. ii) Network adaptation: forecasted traffic is compared to the offered capacity calculated thanks to equation (1) . So while network provides more capacity than the forecasted micro BS are switched off and, in case all micros are in sleeping mode, the power transmitted by macros is reduced. Likewise, while the provided capacity is lower than the forecast, the power transmitted by macros is increased and, in case all macro BSs transmit at maximum power, the micro BSs are switched on.
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS

A. Simulator and Metrics
1) Simulator:
The simulation set-up has been carried out in Matlab and NS-3 environments. Matlab is used for the traffic forecast, i.e., traffic generation, prediction and network adaptation, as described in Section III, while NS-3 is considered for the network performance assessment of the proposed energy saving solution. The main features of the LTE/EPC simulation model based on NS-3 include the fully-implemented uplink and downlink LTE Radio Protocol stack functionalities, such as RRM algorithms, Inter-cell Interference Coordination, Load Balancing and Mobility Management. These features are extensively used in our simulation for modeling the network and testing the proposed approach. As for the Matlab simulator the inputs are the network deployment and the traffic variations during the considered period and the outputs are the traffic forecast, the number of active micro BSs and the transmission power of macro BSs. Regarding the NS-3 framework, for each simulated hour a certain number of UEs, depending on the generated traffic value, has been deployed randomly in the playground. Then the performance of the adapted scenario (Energy saving), that is the output of the Matlab simualtor, and the performance of the reference scenario (No energy saving, all micros active at the same time and all macros transmitting at maximum value) have been compared.
2) Metrics: The considered metrics for the results evaluation are: i) Area Power Consumption (APC) for the energy efficiency measurement of the proposed strategy with respect to the business as usual approach (APC is defined as: AP C = P c,tot /S, where P c,tot is the total power consumption of all deployed macro and micro base stations and S is the considered area); ii) the Throughput and the Delay per user for network performance analysis (the throughput is the amount of the effective received data in the time unit and the delay is the time between data transmission and reception). 
B. Result Analysis
The main effects of the proposed energy saving solution are shown in Fig. 2 where the area power consumption versus the measured traffic in the whole network is plotted. The chart shows the saving which is caused by the joint adaptation of micro base stations' activity and macro base stations' transmission power with respect to the reference case. In the reference case the APC results constant indipendently by the number of UEs in the network: this is because all the deployed macro and micro BSs are active at the same time, always transmitting at the maximum power. On the other hand, in the energy saving case, the APC is directly proportional to the traffic load, converging to the reference case when the network is heavily loaded. The performance of the proposed solution is presented in Fig. 3 where the average per user throughput and the average per user delay are plotted: these charts show that the implementation of the energy saving solution driven by the traffic forecast does not introduce any performance reduction for the served users. In fact, by adapting the radio resources, when the load of each cell is low, the users can still find a macro BS that can satisfy their requirements. In detail Fig. 3(a) reports the average per user values of the throughput which is experienced during the simulations: it is evident that the energy saving strategy results do not remarkably vary from the values obtained in the no energy saving case. On the other hand Fig. 3(b) shows that the average per flow delay is marginally affected by the implementation of the energy saving solution when the traffic load is lower, that is when the energy saving is higher. The main contribution to this performance metric is given by the retransmission at the base station side in case of low quality link. As a matter of fact, when some radio resources are not available for the users and the macro base station transmission power is reduced, the quality of each active radio link decreases and some users need more retransmissions with respect to the reference case, where users are connected to the closest macro or micro base station. However, this effect does not significantly reduce the user achieved quality of service in terms of throughput as shown in Fig. 3(a) . A detailed evaluation of network performance is presented in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5 by considering low, medium and high traffic states. Network is in low traffic state during the hours when traffic is lower than the 30% with respect to the maximum value, medium during the hours when traffic is between 30% and 60%, high when traffic is greater than 60%. The user throughput CDFs are presented in Fig. 4 . In particular Figure 4 (a) shows the throughput distribution for low traffic values, Fig. 4 (b) for medium traffic and Figure 4 (c) for high traffic. It can be observed that when the energy saving strategy is implemented users experiment higher throughput gain in case of low and medium traffic. The reason is that in the reference case, when all radio resources are continuosly available, the interference between macro and micro BSs is higher than in the energy saving case. Similarly in Fig. 5 the delay performance for low (5(a)), medium (5(b)) and high traffic values (5(c)) is presented. As previously stated, the throughput performance in the energy saving case is counterbalanced by higher delays of transmission with low and medium traffic, compared to the reference case. The user delay and throughput CDFs with high traffic, on the other hand, show a quite similar behaviour for both energy saving and no energy saving cases.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper an energy saving solution for LTE heterogeneous networks is presented and evaluated. The energy saving is obtained by adapting the number of active micro base stations and the maximum transmission power of macro base stations to traffic variations. Since each cell needs the knowledge of traffic variations in its coverage area, a traffic forecast technique is used. Thanks to traffic forecast, the network is able to adapt itself to the capacity requested by users at different times of the day. In addiction a detailed analysis of system performance is done considering user throughput and delay. Results show the effectiveness of the forecasting technique and the energy saving introduced by the proposed solution. Moreover, the system evaluation shows a negligible reduction of user QoS with respect to the traditional no energy saving radio resource management.
